AT&T Kentucky
6 0 1 W. Chestnut Street

Room 407
Louisville. KY 40203

T: 502.582.8219
F: 502.582.1573
rnary.keyer@attcorn

February 8,2008
Ms. Beth O'Donnell
Executive Director
Kentucky Public Service Commission
21 1 Sower Boulevard
P.O. Box 615
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602
Re:

UBLlC SERVICE

Petition of SouthEast Telephone, Inc., for Arbitration of Certain Terms and
Conditions of Proposed Agreement with BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.
Concerning Interconnection Under the Telecommunications Act of 1996
Case No. 2006-00316

Dear Ms. O'Donnell:
Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced case is the original and three
(3) copies of AT&T Kentucky's Reply to SouthEast Telephone, Inc.'s Response to AT&T
Kentucky's Filing, Motion to Incorporate, and Motion to Enforce.
Thank you for your attention to this matter
Sincerely,

cc: Parties of Record
Enclasures
703863

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
In the Matter of:
PETITION OF SOUTHEAST TELEPHONE, INC.
FOR ARBITRATION OF CERTAIN TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF PROPOSED AGREEMENT WITH
BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
CONCERNING INTERCONNECTION UNDER THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996
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)
)
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CASE NO.
2006-00316

AT&T KENTUCKY’S REPLY TO SOUTHEAST TELEPHONE INC.’S
RESPONSE TO AT&T KENTUCKY’S FILING,
MOTION TO INCORPORATE, AND MOTION TO ENFORCE
BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. d/b/a AT&T Kentucky (“AT&T Kentucky”)
respectfully submits this reply to SouthEast Telephone Inc.’s Response to AT&T
Kentucky’s Filing, Motion to Incorporate, and Motion to Enforce (“Motion”). For the
reasons stated herein, the Kentucky Public Service Commission (“Commission”) should
issue an Order that: (i) sets aside the Commission’s ruling that it has the authority under
§ 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “Act”) to establish a switching or socalled “port” rate; and (ii) denies SouthEast Telephone Inc.’s (“SouthEast”) Motion.

1.

The Commission should set aside its original Order with
respect to Issue A-3 and find that the Commission does not
have authority to set switching rates under Section 271 of the
Telecommunications Act.

SouthEast states that “[tlhe Commission should reject AT&T Kentucky’s request
to set aside the resolution of Issue A-3 . . . .”IAs explained below, SouthEast’s position
lacks merit and should be rejected. In its Order dated March 28, 2007, (“Arbitration

OrdeJ‘) the Commission relied on § 271 to set a rate for the “port component of the loop
1

Motion at 1”

switching transport group of elements.”* In doing so, the Commission held that “[tlhe
FCC has not pre-empted this Commission from enforcing the requirements of § 271”
and that the ”Commission’s jurisdiction extends to pricing disputes regarding those
elements required pursuant to

5

271

Additionally, the Commission’s adoption of

SouthEast’s proposed ‘iport” rate was based on “the Commission’s determination that
pricing disputes for § 271 elements are legitimately within the purview of this
Commission . . .

.’I4

However, the Commission’s underlying tenets that it has jurisdiction

over § 271 enforcement and over § 271 pricing were rejected as unlawful by the District
Court in its Remand Order.

Accordingly, the Commission has no choice but to set

aside its ruling on Issue A-3 because such ruling is likewise unlawful.
Again, the District Court clearly and unequivocally held that the Commission
does not have jurisdiction to set rates for § 271 elements and does not have jurisdiction
to enforce the requirements of $j271, enforcement of which lies solely with the Federal
Communications Commission (“FCC”). Specifically, the District Court explained that:
The PSC claimed to act pursuant to § 271 in its Order. However, it
simply cannot point to any provision in § 271 granting it authority to
enforce § 271 and set rates for those elements. The plain language of the
statute does not grant the PSC authority to act pursuant to § 271.
Furthermore, considering the explicit authority granted to state
commissions under §§ 251 and 252, Congress could have easily included
the same provisions in § 271, but did not. Instead, Congress granted sole

Arbitration Order at 5.
3

Id. at 6-7.
Id. at 7 (emphasis added).

Opinion and Order, BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. v. Kentucky Public Service commission, et al,
Civil Action No. 06-65-KKC, United States District Court, Eastern District of Kentucky (September 18,
2007) (“Remand Order”).
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enforcement authority to the FCC and only gave state commissions an
advisory rolerF6
The Commission granted AT&T Kentucky’s motion for reconsideration of Issue
A-3 “for the purpose of holding the matter in abeyance pending a ruling by the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Kent~cky.”~In granting reconsideration
of Issue A-3, the Commission acknowledged that the issue of “[wlhether this
Commission has pricing authority over in-state facilities and functionalities provided

$5 271 is the subject of pending federal litigation.”8 There has
pursuant to 47 U.S.C.
now been a ruling by the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky
holding that this Commission has no rate-setting or enforcement authority under 3 271

.’

Consequently, the Commission should set aside its previous ruling on Issue A-3 that
holds otherwise. Indeed in its generic change of law docket, Case No. 2004-00427,
(“Generic Docket”), the Commission specifically recognized that in the Remand Order
the District Court “found that the Commission has no authority to enforce 47 U.S.C. §
271 or to set rates pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 271.”10 It necessarily and logically follows
that the Commission must recognize that it lacked the authority to set a “port” rate
pursuant to

271 in this arbitration and thus should set aside its ruling on Issue A-3.

SouthEast submits three meritless arguments for its position that the
Commission should not set aside its previous ruling on Issue A-3: (1) that the Remand
Order is not yet final and could be appealed; ( 2 ) the ruling is relevant to a “potential”

Id. at 20.
7

Commission Order dated May 10, 2007, at 2 (emphasis added) (“Recon. Order”).

8

Id. at 2 (emphasis added).

9

Remand Order at 20.

lo
Generic

Docket, Order issued December 12,2007 (“Change ofLaw Order”) at 2.
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upcoming FCC proceeding; and (3) the Commission has jurisdiction to set these rates
under state law. All three arguments fail.
First, the District Court has ruled on the very issue that was held in abeyance
pending the Court’s ruling. The commission held the issue in abeyance pending the
outcome of that order and should now look to that order as further guidance and
authority to make its original ruling on Issue A-3 consistent with the Court’s order.
Whether the ruling is final or could be appealed should not influence the Commission’s
decision because there the District Court left nothing open regarding its determination
that the Commission lacked authority to act under § 271.’I Rather, the District Court left
open only one issue - the issue of whether AT&T Kentucky engaged in unreasonable
practices in violation of 47 U.S.C. §§ 201-202. That issue is one SouthEast raised in a
counterclaim to AT&T Kentucky’s appeal, and the District Court merely refused to
consider the merits of the argument until the FCC has considered it.’* The outcome of
that issue has no bearing on the Court’s determination that this Commission has no
authority to set rates for § 271 elements.13 Indeed, after finding the Commission lacked
the authority to act pursuant to § 271, and after declaring the Commission’s underlying
Order “unlawful and enjoined from enforcement,” the District Court remanded the matter
to the Commission for a damages determinati~n.‘~In short, there is no interim aspect
to the District Court’s § 271 ruling.
11

Remand Order at 21
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Id. at 24.

l3

Id. at 20-21
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Id. at 21

I

I
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SouthEast‘s proposal for the Commission to continue to hold this issue in
abeyance is yet another attempt by SouthEast to ignore the law and to drag this out as
long as possible. The Commission should not allow such tactics. The Commission held
the issue in abeyance pending the District Court’s decision, the District Court has
decided, and the Commission should set aside its original ruling on Issue A-3 which is
contrary to the District Court’s decision.
Second, whether there is (which there is not) or will be an FCC proceeding has
no impact on this issue. This Commission has no jurisdiction to enforce or set rates
under § 271, therefore, the rate set by the Commission for § 271 switching would have
no relevance to an FCC pr0~eeding.l~
A s confirmed by the District Court, $j271 ratesetting and enforceability are solely within the jurisdiction of the FCC.“
Third, SouthEast still asserts the same old argument that this Commission has
jurisdiction to set

271 rates. It does not. SouthEast relies this time on the Change of

Law Order to claim that the Commission has jurisdiction to “address this issue” under
state law and other sources of authority not addressed by the District Court.l7 It does
not. The District Court made it plain that this Commission has no rate-setting authority
under fj 271.18

Contrary to SouthEast‘s arguments, in the Generic Docket the

It should be noted that there is no FCC proceeding pending. It has been over four months since the Remand Order
and three months since SouthEast signed the commercial agreement with AT&T. While SouthEast repeatedly refers
to “potential” upcoming FCC proceedings and states that it has “begun the process necessary to file an FCC
complaint,” it has not filed such a complaint.
16

Remand Order at 20.

17

Motion at 4
Remand Order at 20.
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Commission recognized the binding nature of the District Court’s Cj 271 ruling.lg Of
course, adherence to the District Court’s § 271 ruling requires the commission to set
aside as unlawful its ruling on Issue A-3. Even if the Commission had § 271 authority
(which it does not), the Commission’s Change of Law Order requires a market based
rate for § 271 elements such as switchingI2’ and not the “port” rate proposed by
SouthEast and adopted by this Commission.
For the reasons stated herein, the Commission should set aside its ruling
regarding Issue A-3.

11.

There is no need for the Commission to order the
incorporation of certain rulings issued in the Commission’s
Change of Law Docket into the ICA.

In its Motion, SouthEast seeks a Commission Order that requires the Parties to
incorporate into SouthEast’s new interconnection agreement (l‘lCA’)lfour rulings made
by the Commission in the Generic Docket.21 Specifically, SouthEast seeks an Order
requiring the inclusion of the Commission’s rulings made in its Generic Docket
regarding commingling, line sharing, line splitting, and removal of de-listed unbundled
network elements (“UNEs”) from the AT&T Kentucky’s performance measurement plan
(“SQM/SEEM plan”) into the Parties’ new ICA.22 There is no need for the Commission
to issue such an Order because AT&T Kentucky is not opposed to incorporating such

Change of Law Order at 2 (noting that the Remand Order “relates to litigation between AT&T Kentucky
and SouthEast,” but conceding that the Remand Order “clearly affects decisions rendered herein.”)
20

Change of Law Order at 1 1.

21

Case No. 2004-00427; Order issued December 12, 2007 (“Change of Law Order”); Order granting in
part and denying in part AT&T Kentucky’s Motion for Reconsideration and Clarification issued January
18, 2008.

22

Motion at 5-7.
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rulings (if necessary) into SouthEast’s new ICA.23 Indeed, in the course of negotiations,
AT&T Kentucky has not even suggested that it would refuse to incorporate the
aforementioned Generic Docket rulings into the Parties’ ICA

24

As such, AT&T

Kentucky finds SouthEast’s request puzzling. In any event, in the Generic Docket, the
Commission held that its “Order applies to all CLECs registered in Kentucky. In the
event that parties have entered into separate agreements with AT&T Kentucky that may
impact the implementation of changes of law, the parties are to be bound by those
agreements.’~~~
It is unclear what SouthEast is attempting to accomplish with its Generic Docketrelated request.

However, for the reasons stated above, there is no need for the

Commission to ascertain SouthEast’s intentions, because there is no need for the
Commission to order the Parties to include in the parties’ new ICA the aforementioned
rulings rendered in the Generic Docket.26

For example, SouthEast’s ICA incorporates by reference the Kentucky SQM/SEEM plan. In the Generic
Docket, the Commission prevented AT&T Kentucky from removing de-listed UNEs from the SQM/SEEM
plan (Issue 13; Change of Law Order at 42). As such, and subject to a reviewing court’s reversal of the
Commission’s ruling on Issue 13, the SQMlSEEM plan will continue to include de-listed UNEs and via
Attachment 9 such plan will be incorporated into SouthEast‘s new ICA. In short, there is nothing the
Commission needs to do to incorporate the Commission’s ruling on Issue 13 in the Generic Docket into
the Parties’ new ICA.

23

24

That said, AT&T Kentiicky reserves all rights to seek judicial review of any aspect of the Commission’s
Change of Law Order.

25

Change of Law Order at 40 (Issue 32).

26

If such an order were necessary, then the Commission’s ruling on Issue 32 would be rendered
meaningless and the Commission would need to issue a similar order to all CLECs operating in Kentucky
that have an ICA with AT&T Kentucky.
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111.

The Parties are still negotiating appropriate language to
implement the Commission’s ruling on Issue A-9. As such,
there is no implementation issue for the Commission to
resoIve .

*’

Regarding this

Issue,

SouthEast

makes

several

baseless,

rambling,

unsupported, and irrelevant arguments regarding the Parties’ negotiations.*’ Notably
absent from its arguments is the fact that prior to SouthEast’s Motion, SouthEast had
failed to respond to AT&T Kentucky’s proposed contract language for this Issue.
Incredibly, AT&T Kentucky provided its proposed language on this issue to
SouthlEast on November 6, 2007. AT&T Kentucky’s proposed language is attached
hereto as Exhibit A.

Instead of engaging in good faith negotiations regarding

implementing contract language, SouthEast failed to respond to AT&T Kentucky’s
proposal, and now seeks to circumvent the negotiation process by asking the
Commission to approve its version of contract language. Simply put, there is no need
for Commission involvement unless and until the Parties have reached an impasse
regarding implementing contract language. That is not the case, and SouthEast does
not even allege such is the case. As such, the Commission should refrain on issuing an
unnecessary ruling on implementing language unless and until there is a bona fide
dispute regarding implementing language. Again, there is no such bona fide dispute.

27

Although SouthEast refers to Issue A-4 in its Motion, there is no discussion (much less any assertion)
that there is any issue regarding the implementation of the Commission’s ruling on Issue A-4. As such,
AT&T Kentucky will not address this issue at this time. That said, it remains AT&T Kentucky’s position
that the Commission’s ruling on this issue violates binding federal law, and AT&T Kentucky reserves all
rights to seek judicial review of the Commission’s ruling on this issue.
28

Motion at 7-11.
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated herein, the Commission should deny SouthEast’s Motion
and should set aside its ruling on Issue A-3.

601 W. C h u n u t StrekP, Room 407
P.O. Box 32410
LouisviIle, KY 40232
(502) 582-8219

ROBERT A. CULPEPPER
AT&T Midtown Center - Suite 4300
675 West Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30375
(404) 335-0841
COUNSEL FOR BELLSOUTH
TELECOMMUNI CAT1ONS, INC. D/B/A
AT&T KENTUCKY
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2.9

2.9.1

2.9.2

Remote Terminal Information. Upon request and collocation application, AT&T will
provide SouthEast, as set forth in 2.9.2 below, with the information available
regarding RT locations including: (i) the address of the remote terminal; (ii) the
CLLI code of the remote terminal; (iii) the carrier serving area of the remote
terminal; (iv) the designation of which remote terminals subtend a particular central
office; and (v) the phone number and address of customers that are served by a
particular remote terminal .[11/02/07 att: revert to original language]
Additionally, upon request, AT&T Kentucky will provide redacted maps that show
the location of their remote terminals. These maps will not contain any other AT&T
proprietary information and will be provided pursuant to a nondisclosure agreement
between the parties at the rates set forth in Exhibit X [11/02/07 att: offered language.
Note: Exhibit to be identified later]
AT&T will provide the information required in Section 2.9 within thirty (30) days of
a SouthEast request subject to the following conditions: (i) the information will only
be provided on a CD in the same format in which it appears in AT&T’s systems; and
(ii) the information will only be provided for each serving wire center designated by
SouthEast, up to a maximum of thirty (30) wire centers per SouthEast request per
month for the state of Kentucky only. AT&T will bill the nonrecurring charge
pursuant to the rates in Exhibit A and Exhibit D at the time AT&T sends the CD.
(1 1/02/07 att: offered language)

EXHIBIT A

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE KPSC 2006-00316
It is hereby certified that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on
the following individuals via email this 8th day of February 2008.
Bethany Bowersock
Liz Thacker
SouthEast Telephone, Inc.
106 Power Drive
P. 0. Box 1001
Pikeville, KY 41 502-1001
beth.bowersock@setel.com
liz.thacker@setel.com
Hon. David L. Sieradzki
Hogan & Hartson, L.L.P.
555 Thirteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004-1109
dlsieradzkia hhlaw.com
Deborah T. Eversole
Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC
2000 PNC Plaza
500 West Jefferson Street
LouisviIle, KY 40202

